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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The knumber kof konline kcourses kin kinstitutions kof khigher keducation kis kincreasing kto kmeet 

kthe khigh kdemand kof keffective kstudents. kMany kinstitutions koffer kgraduate kdegrees kand 

kcertificates kin konline kcourses. kTherefore, kmore konline kcourses kare koffered kin kaddition 

kto kthe ktraditional kmode kof kclassroom ksetting. kThe kpurpose kof kthis kproject kis kto kpresent 

kthe kchallenges kassociated kwith kteaching kan konline kcourse, kand kdiscuss kapproaches kto 

kenhance klearning. kThe kneed kfor ka kmethodology kis kdiscussed kand kcomponents kof kthis 

kmethodology kare kidentified kfor kdesigning kand kdelivering kan keffective konline 

keducation. 

 “Online courses have become a popular tool in addition to traditional course 

application methods.  This study emphasizes on how assessment and teaching methods 

employed can influence the impact of online program, as well as the strengths and 

concerns experienced in e-learning. This project was written to investigate the opinions 

and experiences of faculty and students involved in online programs. Various factors 

that affect the effectiveness of online programs were studied in order to provide 

insights on the major challenges, benefits and limitations faced” (Ebojoh, 2007). 

Among the findings, major problem areas were identified and suggestions were 

proposed on how identified problems can be minimized. The study also raised the 

possible future direction for e-learning. 

The growth of technology has changed almost every aspect of our lives. Technology 

has also impacted the process of education. The face to face education has gone 

through a vast makeover over the previous decade. Although face to face education is 

still considered the norm, but acceptance of online courses is increasing in the field of 

management and engineering(Schrum, 2011). kSome kof kthe kreasons kfor kthe kexponential 

kgrowth kof konline keducation kis kthat kit kis kinstant, konline, kanywhere kaccessible, kself-

driven kand kon kthe kgo. 

The major reason for the phenomenal growth in online education is MOOCs (Massive 

Open online courses).  According to Kaplan, Andreas M.; Haenlein, Michael (2016), 
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MOOCs are online courses which are aimed at unlimited participation and offer open 

access through the web. Since its development in the year 2008 MOOCs has gained 

lot of note and attention. Almost all major universities have launched MOOCs in the 

current decade. According to report by Class Central, there were 83 million students 

who had registered for MOOCs by December, 2017.The list of top five MOOC 

provider by registered users include Coursera, edX, XuetangX,  Udacity and 

FutureLearn(Schrum, 2011) 

The government is supporting online education in India because of its potential to 

improve education quality and reach through the Digital India initiative; Government 

of India in Association with Ministry of HRD has initiated a programme named 

SWAYAM (Study Webs of Active –Learning for Young Aspiring Minds) that is 

designed to achieve the three fundamental objectives of Education Policy i.e., access, 

equity and quality(Schrum, 2011). The main objectives of this effort are to provide the 

quality teaching learning resources to all, including those who cannot afford(Schrum, 

2011). This program SWAYAM seeks to provide education to those students who are 

not yet aware of the digital revolution taking place and are still not able to join the 

mainstream of the knowledge economy(Schrum, 2011).  

Considering kthe krapid kchange kin ktechnology, kinevitable kchanges kin keducation ksector 

kare kgoing kto khappen kand klot kof kresearch khas kbeen ktaking kplace kto kunderstand kthe kpros 

kand kcons kof konline keducation kin kcomparison kto kface kto kface ktraditional keducation. kIn 

kIndia, kthere kare ka klot kof kchallenges kand kopportunities kfor konline keducations. kThere kare 

kcertain kfactors kwhich kare kcreating ka khindrance kin kthe kgrowth kwhich kinclude 

kinsufficient kdigital kinfrastructure, kcredibility kand klanguage kused kin konline keducation, 

kwith kthe kincrease kin knumber kof kinternet kusers kin kIndia, kthis kproject kalso klooks kinto kwhat 

kopportunities kare kthere kin kfuture kin keducation ksector. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1. Background 

 

Learning has grown from the format of traditional classroom to distanced education 

and now to online mode of learning. With the advancement of technology and the 

Internet, educational institutions are changing their learning tools and methodology to 

meet demands of user in providing an ideal learning environment. The use of e-

learning methods involves the possibility of learning from information given through 

electronical means i.e. through sending, receiving emails, online courses, online 

discussion forums, video conferencing, CD Rom, etc (Ebojoh, 2007). “Universities, 

educational institutes and higher education have partnered with information training 

vendors to create a virtual learning experience in which a wide range of levels and 

disciplines of academic degrees and certificate programs are managed through a 

standard user interface throughout the institution. Online-only colleges and campus 

colleges offer some programs requiring students to attend some campus classes with 

orientations sessions” (Ebojoh, 2007).   

   

Online learning method is more cost effective than traditional classroom learning but 

there are many issues arising within the context of self-study independent study 

programs from the end users perspective. There is a need to observe and analyze these 

situations in order to discover areas of improvement in the design delivery methods 

employed but these are not the focus of these study only the effectiveness of Online 

mode of education(Ebojoh, 2007). 

 

Online education may seem relatively new, but years of research suggests it can be 

just as effective as traditional coursework, and often more so, according to Education 

analysis of more than 1,000 learning studies, online students tend to outperform 

classroom-based students across most disciplines and demographics ; while many 

reports list several plausible reasons students might learn more effectively online — 

that they have more control over their studies, or more opportunities for reflection—

medium is only one of many factors that influence outcomes the common successful 
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online students tend to be organized self-starters who can complete their work without 

reporting to a traditional classroom the learning styles and preferences matter, too 

(FAQs - Olives Japanese Language School, n.d.). 

 

Education can become transformative when teachers and students synthesize 

information across subjects and experiences, critically weigh significantly different 

perspectives, and incorporate various inquiries(Sun & Chen, 2016).  Educators are able 

to construct such possibilities by fostering critical learning spaces, in which students 

are encouraged to increase their capacities of analysis, imagination, critical synthesis, 

creative expression, self-awareness, and intentionality(Sun & Chen, 2016).  A 

byproduct of fostering such new approaches has been the creation of online courses 

developed in the worldwide at exponential speed.  It is becoming increasingly common 

at many higher education institutions, offering fully online and/or hybrid/blended 

courses combining online instruction with face-to-face teaching(Sun & Chen, 2016).  

 

As a result of the high levels of austerity, more and more universities and colleges 

appear to have shown increasing interest in online education we ask:  How has online 

education evolved?  Has it been successful?  In what ways has it been proven effective?  

And what still remains to be done to achieve greater success in teaching and learning 

in an online environment?  These questions have motivated, to conduct this study – 

reviewing research and studies on online education(Sun & Chen, 2016).  At present, 

fewer studies on online education have focused on examining previous research and 

studies, and here I have conducted a sample review study trying to provide a platform 

of discussions for educators on how to develop and deliver effective online programs 

and this study’s focus is on examining the aspects and strategies of the online learning 

and teaching process and how effective they have been(Sun & Chen, 2016).  The goal 

here is to understand effect of the best practices. In doing this, it is hoped that this will 

stimulate an on-going discussion of effective practices that can enhance universities 

and faculty success in transitioning to teach online(Sun & Chen, 2016).   

 

Considering the rapid change in technology, ineffable changes in sector education are 

going to occur. A lot or research is taking place to understand the pros and cons of 

online education in comparison to face to face education. In India, there are a lot of 
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challenges and opportunities for online education(Schrum, 2011). There are certain 

factors which are creating a hindrance in the growth which include insufficient digital 

infrastructure, credibility and language used in online education, with the increase in 

number of internet users in India, the project also looks into what opportunities are 

there in future in education sector(Schrum, 2011). 

“Online learning has become a popular tool in addition to traditional learning methods.  

This study emphasizes on how assessment and delivery methods employed can 

influence the effectiveness of online program, as well as the benefits and constrains 

experienced in e-learning. This project was written to investigate the opinions and 

experiences of faculty and students involved in online programs. Various factors that 

affect the effectiveness of online programs were studied in order to provide insights 

on the major challenges, benefits and limitations faced. Among the findings, major 

problem areas were identified and suggestions were proposed on how identified 

problems can be minimized. The study also raised future direction for e-

learning”(Ebojoh, 2007). 

 

Types kof kOnline kLearning kPrograms 

 

Despite kits kquick kadoption, konline klearning kis ka krelatively knew kmedium. kInstitutions 

kcontinue kto kexperiment kwith knew kformats, kthen kuse kspecific kterms kto kdifferentiate 

kthem. kStudents kshould kbecome kacquainted kwith kthese kclassifications kearly kso kthat kthey 

kcan kdecipher kwhich kprograms kalign kwith ktheir klearning kpreferences, kcareer kgoals, kand 

kcurrent klevels kof keducation. kHere kare ksome kof kthe kmost kcommon konline koptions 

koffered ktoday.  

. 

Online kDegree kPrograms 

 

Not kall kcolleges kand kuniversities kdefine konline kdegree kprograms kthe ksame kway: ksome 

klet kstudents kcomplete ktheir kstudies k100 kpercent konline kwhile kothers krequire ksome kface-

to-face kwork kas kwell. kThe knature, knumber, kand klocation kof kthese kvisits kcan kvary. 

kColleges kmight krequire konline kstudents kto kreport kto kcampus kor kapproved kpartner 
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kinstitutions kfor kpractical klabs, kon-campus kintensives, korientations, kand/or kexams. kThey 

kmight kalso krequire kfieldwork kor kinternships, kdepending kon kthe ksubject. 

 

Blended kor kHybrid kPrograms kand kCourses 

 

There kis kno kstandard kdefinition kfor kblended kand khybrid kprograms. kMany kschools kuse 

kthe kterms kinterchangeably; kothers kuse kthem keach kin kvery kspecific kways. kNonetheless, 

kmost kblended kor khybrid kprograms kand kcourses kcombine kvarying kdegrees kof konline kand 

kclassroom-based kinstruction. kThese kcan kinclude: 

 Classes kin kwhich kstudents kcomplete kcoursework konline kand kin kthe kclassroom. 

 Degree kprograms kin kwhich kstudents kcomplete ksome kof ktheir kcourses kon-

campus kand kothers konline. 

 Online kdegree kprograms kthat kallow kstudents kto kcomplete kthe kmajority kof 

kinstruction konline, kbut krequire kthem kto kcome kto kcampus kperiodically kfor kface-

to-face kinstruction. 

Unless kotherwise knoted, kOnlineEducation.com kdefines kany kprogram kthat krequires 

kthree kor kmore kcampus kvisits keach kyear kas ka khybrid kprogram. 

 

Massive kOpen kOnline kCourses k(MOOCs) 

 

MOOCs kare konline kcourses kavailable kin kan kopen kformat, kwhich kmeans kstudents kneed 

knot kapply kto kan kinstitution kto kenroll. kThis kmakes kMOOCs kaccessible kto klearners kfrom ka 

kwide kspectrum kof kage kgroups kand kcircumstances, kincluding kinternational kstudents. 

kAlthough ka klimited knumber kof kMOOCs kallow kstudents kto kearn ksome ktype kof kverified 

kcertificate kat ka kcost, kmost kare kfree kand kaward kno kcollege kcredit. kCourse kcontent kis 

kusually kdelivered kthrough kprovider korganizations klike kCoursera, kedX, kand kUdacity. 

 

Competency-Based kPrograms 

 

Competency-based keducation kis ka krelatively knew ktrend kin konline keducation. kUnlike 

konline kdegree kprograms kthat kdeliver kmost kinstruction konline, kcompetency-based 

kprograms koffer kcredit kfor kknowledge kgained kthrough klife kexperience kand kother kforms 

kof kself-directed klearning. kStudents kusually kdemonstrate kkey kcompetencies kthrough 
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ktests kor kportfolios. kThis kunique kformat ksupports kmilitary kservice-members, ktrade 

kprofessionals, kand kother kstudents kwith kverifiable kskills kmastered koutside kof kformal 

keducation. kThe kmajority kof ktoday’s kcompetency-based kprograms koffer kassociate 

kdegrees kand kcertificates, kbut ka ksmall knumber kof konline kbachelor’s kprograms kare 

kbeginning kto kemerge”(OnlineEducation.com k- kResearch kAccredited kOnline kDegree 

kPrograms, kn.d.). 

 

 

Instruction kMethods kin kOnline kDegree kPrograms 

 

“Online kcolleges, kprograms, kand kcourses ktend kto kuse ka knumber kof kdifferent 

kinstructional kmethods kto kteach kstudents. kThese kmethods kdefine khow kan konline 

kprogram kis kstructured; khow kand kwhen klectures kare kdelivered; kand khow kstudents 

kinteract kwith kclassmates kand kinstructors. kThe kfollowing kis ka klist kof kterms konline 

kcolleges kuse kto kdescribe kinstructional kmethods kand kprogram kformats. kKnowing kthese 

kphrases kwill khelp kstudents kdetermine kwhich konline kprograms kbest kmeet ktheir klearning 

kstyles kand kobjectives. 

 

• Synchronous kInstruction: k 

Online kcourses ktaught kin ka ksynchronous kformat krequire kall kstudents kto klog kin kat 

kscheduled ktimes kto klive-stream klectures, kparticipate kin kreal-time kdiscussions, kand/or 

kengage kin kother ktypes kof kcollaborative kgroup kwork. kSome kstudents kprefer kthese ktypes 

kof kprograms kbecause kthey kprovide kan kimmediacy kand kinteractivity ksimilar kto 

kclassroom-based kcourses. 

 

• Asynchronous kInstruction: k 

Asynchronous kcourses ktypically kallow konline kstudents kto kaccess krecorded klectures kand 

kother kmaterials kon ktheir kown ktime kso klong kas kthey kmeet kall kcourse kdeadlines. kStudents 

kmay kalso kbe krequired kto kparticipate kin kforum kdiscussions kand kother kcollaborative 

kwork. kThis kformat krequires kmore kindependence kand kself-direction kthan ksynchronous 

kprograms, kbut koffers kmuch kmore kflexibility. 
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• Self-Directed kPrograms: k 

“Self-directed” kand k“self-paced” kprograms kgive konline kstudents keven kmore klearning 

kindependence kby kcoupling kasynchronous kinstruction kwith klenient kcourse kdeadlines. 

kStudents kcan koften kstart kand kcomplete ktheir kstudies kat ktheir kown kpace kwith kminimal 

kcollaboration, kthough kthey kmay kbe kasked kto kparticipate kin kdiscussion kboards kand 

kmentoring kactivities. kThese kstudents kmust kbe korganized kand kdisciplined kenough kto 

kcomplete ktheir kwork kwithout ka ktraditional kcampus kstructure, kbut kthat kdoes knot 

knecessarily kmean kthey kdo knot khave kaccess kto ksupport. kFaculty kadvising, kpeer 

kpartnerships, kand kstudent kservices kare kjust ksome kof kthe kways konline kcolleges khelp kself-

directed klearners kstay kengaged kand kon ktrack. 

 

• Cohort kPrograms: 

 kOnline kcohort kprograms kplace kstudents kin ka kdefined kgroup kthat kadvances kthrough kthe 

kcurriculum ktogether. kCourses kare ksequential kand kmay knot kbe koffered kevery ksemester—

an kimportant kconsideration kfor kstudents kunable kto kcomplete kthe kprogram kstraight 

kthrough. kFor kprograms kthat konly khave kone kcohort kstart kper kyear, kstudents kwho kmiss ka 

kquarter/semester kmay khave kto kwait kan kentire kyear kbefore kcontinuing ktheir kprogram. 

kWhen kprograms kare kcompleted kwithout kinterruption, kthis kstructure klets kstudents klearn 

kand kcollaborate kwith kthe ksame kpeers kthroughout ktheir kstudies. kA kstudent’s kcohort koften 

kbecomes ktheir kprofessional knetwork kpost-graduation. kCohort kprograms kare kmore 

kcommon kat kthe kgraduate klevel kand kin kdisciplines kthat kare kinterpersonal kin knature, klike 

kteaching, kcounseling, kand ksocial kwork. 

 

• Flipped kCourses: k 

The kterm k“flipped” kis kapplied kto khybrid kand kblended kcourses kthat kdeliver kmost kcontent 

kand kmaterials konline kand kuse kclassroom ktime kto kaddress kquestions, kcomplete 

kassignments, kand kengage kclass-wide kdiscussions. kThis kmeans kflipped kclasses kare 

kgenerally kdesigned kto kcomplement kcampus-based kstudies krather kthan konline kdegree 

kprograms. 

 

• On-Campus kIntensives: k 

Some konline kdegree kprograms krequire kstudents kto kattend ka klimited knumber kof kon-

campus ksessions, kwhich kare ksometimes kcalled kon-campus kintensives. kThese ksessions 

kmay kinclude khands-on kpractical kexperiences, korientations, kseminars, kcapstone kprojects 
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kand kexams, kand kother kactivities kthat krequire kcampus kattendance. kThey kmay kalso kbe 

kused kto kfulfill kresidency krequirements. kThe kduration kand kfrequency kof kintensives kvary 

kby kprogram kand kby kschool. kThey kcould kbe kas klittle kas kone kday kto kseveral kdays klong. 

 

• Field kEducation, kClinical kPlacements kand kInternships: k 

Some kprograms ksupplement konline kcoursework kwith krequired kfield keducation, kclinical 

kplacements, kand kinternships kto kensure kstudents kdevelop kand ktest kimportant kskills kin ka 

kprofessional kenvironment. kIn ksome kcases kthese kactivities kare ka kdiscipline-wide 

krequirement kbased kon kaccreditation kor kdesigned kto kallow kstudents kto kmeet klicensing 

krequirements kpost-graduation.  

 

Nontraditional kStudents 

 

The kflexibility kand kaccessibility kof konline kdegree kprograms kmake kthem kpopular kamong 

k“nontraditional” kstudents. kThough kthe kterm k“nontraditional” kis koften kused kto kdefine 

kanything kthat kfalls koutside kof kthe kperceived knorm, kEducation kStatistics kuses kspecific 

kcharacteristics kto kclassify knontraditional kstudents. kAccording kto kits kcriteria, 

knontraditional klearners kfall kinto kat kleast kone kof kthe kfollowing kgroups: 

• Full-time kworkers 

• Part-time kstudents 

• Older kstudents kwho kdelayed kcollege kor kare kseeking ka ksecond kdegree 

• Students kwho kare kfinancially kindependent 

• Parents kto kat kleast kone kdependent 

• Single kparents 

 

 

Additional kStudent kPopulations kthat kBenefit kfrom kOnline kDegree kPrograms 

 

Some kstudent kgroups kfall koutside kof kthe kdefinition kof knontraditional klearners, kbut 

kbenefit kfrom konline kdegree kprograms kjust kas kmuch kas kthose kwho kdo. kThese kstudents 

koften khave kunique kcircumstances kthat kmake ktraditional kcourses kunmanageable. kHere 

kare ksome kof kthem. 

 

• Students kwith kdisabilities: k 
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Prospective kstudents kmay khave kphysical, kemotional, kor kbehavioral kdisabilities kthat 

kmake kcampus-based kprograms kunsuitable kor kimpossible kto kattend. kOnline klearning 

kmanagement ksystems koften kincorporate kadaptive kfeatures kto ksupport ksuch kstudents, 

ksuch kas kspeech-to-text kand kthe kability kto kautomatically kadjust kcoursework kto kmeet 

kstudents’ kindividual klearning kneeds. 

  

• Rural kand kinternational kstudents: k 

Online kstudents kare kbeginning kto kattend kcolleges kand kuniversities kfurther kfrom khome 

kthan ktheir kpredecessors kdid. kIn ksome kcases, kthese kstudents klive koutside kthe kcountry. 

kFor kstudents kunable kto kreport ka kcampus kwithin kdriving kdistance, konline kdegree 

kprograms kexpand khigher keducation koptions ksignificantly. 

  

• Students kwho ktravel: k 

Whether kthey kare kaccomplished kathletes kon kthe kroad, kentertainers, kor kfull-time 

kworkers, ksome kstudents kmay klive knear ka kcampus, kbut ktravel ktoo koften kto kattend kit. 

kOnline kprograms kwith kasynchronous kinstruction—courses knot kdelivered kin kreal-

time—can kbe kparticularly khelpful kwhen kthese kstudents khave kunpredictable kschedules. 

  

• Self-directed klearners: k 

Some kstudents kenjoy kthe kspontaneity kof ka klive kclassroom kdiscussion; kothers kprefer kto 

klearn kalone. kOnline kdegree kprograms kallow kthese kstudents kto kattend kcollege kwithout 

kcrowded kclassrooms, kgroup kwork, kor kstrict klearning kschedules. kOften kstudents klog kin 

kwhenever kand kwherever kthey kwant kto kreview kmaterials kand ksubmit kwork. kWhile ksome 

krequire kstudents kto kmeet kfirm kdeadlines, kothers kallow kthem kto kadvance kthrough 

kcourses kat ktheir kpace.  

 

 

1.2. Problem statement 

 “Online klearning khas kbecome ka kpopular ktool kin kaddition kto ktraditional klearning 

kmethods. k kThis kstudy kemphasizes kon khow kassessment kand kdelivery kmethods kemployed 

kcan kinfluence kthe keffectiveness kof konline kprogram, kas kwell kas kthe kbenefits kand 

kconstrains kexperienced kin ke-learning”(Ebojoh, k2007). kThis kproject kwas kwritten kto 

kinvestigate kthe kopinions kand kexperiences kof kfaculty kand kstudents kinvolved kin konline 
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kprograms. kVarious kfactors kthat kaffect kthe keffectiveness kof konline kprograms kwere 

kstudied kin korder kto kprovide kinsights kon kthe kmajor kchallenges, kbenefits kand klimitations 

kfaced. kAmong kthe kfindings, kmajor kproblem kareas kwere kidentified kand ksuggestions 

kwere kproposed kon khow kidentified kproblems kcan kbe kminimized kthe kstudy kalso kraised 

kfuture kdirection kfor ke-learning. 

The kpurpose kof kthis kstudy kis kto ktheoretically kand kempirically kassess khow konline 

klearning kcan kbe kbeneficial kfor kall kinvolved kin kthe kprocess kof keducation kfrom kthe 

kstudents kto kthe kEducation kInstitutes. kEspecially kin kIndia kwhich khas kits kown kunique 

kchallenges kin kmanaging kand kusing ktechnology. 

 

Evaluation kcriteria kfor kthe kdata kcollected: k 

 

I. kGeneral kEvaluation kof kthe kCourse 

 The kcourse kobjectives kwere kclear? 

 The kcourse kprocedures kand kassignments ksupport kcourse kobjectives? 

 The kamount kof kpreparation kyou kwere kasked kto kdo kwas kappropriate? 

 The kamount kof kwriting kor kother kclass kwork kyou kwere kasked kto kdo kwas kenough 

kfor kthis kcourse? 

 

II. kGeneral kEvaluation kof kthe kInstructor 

 

 Could kyou kget kclear kanswers kto kyour kquestions kfrom kthe kinstructor? 

 Was kthe kinstructor kconsiderate kto kyou? 

 Was kthe kinstructor keffective kin kteaching kin kthe kcourse? 

 Was kthe kinstructor kenthusiastic kabout kthe kcourse? 

 

II. kGeneral kEvaluation kOnline kclasses kfuture kper kthe kperspective kof kthe kInstructor 

 

 Would kthere kbe ka kmajor kshift kfrom kthe ktraditional kclassroom kto konline 

kclassroom kvery ksoon? 

 Would kthere kbe ka kneed kfor kspecialized kinstruction kfor kteachers kundertaking 

konline kclasses? 
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 Which karea kof kteaching kshould kbe kfocused kon kin kOnline kteaching? 

 Which ktools kof kteaching kshould kbe kfocused kon kin kOnline kteaching? 

 

 

1.3. kObjectives kof kthe kStudy k 

This kresearch kwill khelp kbe kan keffective ktool kto kunderstand kthe kactual keffectiveness kof 

konline kclasses kand ktheir kimpact kand kthe kareas klacking kwhere kwe kneed kto kfocus kon kto 

kbetter. kThe knumber kof konline kcourses kin kinstitutions kof khigher keducation kis kincreasing 

kto kmeet kthe khigh kdemand kof keffective kemployees kin korganizations kand kmany 

kinstitutions koffer kgraduate kdegrees kand kcertificates kin konline kcourses kso, kmore konline 

kcourses kare koffered kin kaddition kto kthe ktraditional kmode kof kclassroom ksetting. k 

The kpurpose kof kthis kproject kis kto kpresent kthe kchallenges kassociated kwith kteaching kan 

konline kcourse, kand kdiscuss kapproaches kto kenhance klearning kso, kthe kneed kfor ka 

kmethodology kis kdiscussed kand kcomponents kof kthis kmethodology kare kidentified kfor 

kdesigning kand kdelivering kan keffective konline keducation(Schrum, k2011). k 

 

1.4. kScope kof kthe kStudy k 

 

This kproject kreports kfindings kof ka kstudy kthat kexamined kstudent kattitudes ktowards kthe 

kuse kof ktechnology kand kconsideration kof kstudent kperformance kin ka kvirtual k(online) 

ksetting. kIn kthe konline klearning, kthe kWeb kwas kused kas kthe kmedium kof kinstruction. kWhile 

kin koffline kmode kthe kstudents kwere kon kcampus kand khad kaccess kto kall kresources ksuch kas 

kcomputers, kprinters, knetwork, kand kthe kInternet, kexcept kthat kthe konline kmode kdoesn’t 

kinclude kreceiving kinstruction kin ka kface-to-face kclassroom kenvironment. k 

 

The kstudents kare kenrolled kin konline kcourse kthey kare krequired kto kcomplete kit. kThe kcourse 

kcontent kcovered kseveral ksubjects, kthe kcourse kalso krequired kthe kstudents kdo ka kresearch 

kproject kor kgive kpresentations kor ksit kfor kan kend kterm kexam. kInstructional kstyles kincluded 

kboth kgroup kcollaboration kand kindividual kwork. kMost kof kthe kinstructional ktime khowever 

kwas kused kto kintegrate kthe knew ktechnology kskills kin kteaching kand klearning. kStudents 

kcompleted kassignments kas kper kgiven kdue kdates kthat kinvolved ksuch kactivities kas 
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kcreating kPowerPoint kpresentations. kWeb ksites, kand kmultimedia, kand kwere krequired kto 

kincorporate keach kactivity kinto ktheir krespective kcontent kareas. 

 

 kDuring kthe ktime kof kthis kstudy, kthe kinstructor khas kconducted kthe kbeginning kof ksession 

kwith klearning kobjectives kwere kpresented kand kground kwork kof khow kcourse kwill kgo kwas 

klaid kdown k. kIn kthe kmiddle kof kthe ksessions, kthe kclass kcarried kout ktheir kassignments kand 

konline ktest. kAt kthe kend kof kthe ksession/course, kclassroom kmeeting kto kwee kheld kto 

kcomplete konline kclasses, kexams kand kevaluations; kstudents kare kto kcomplete kan konline 

kfinal kexam. k 

 

The kgrowth kof ktechnology khas kbrought ktremendous kchange kin klife kof kall khumans. 

kTechnology khas kalso kimpacted kthe kprocess kof keducation. kThe kface kto kface keducation 

khas kexperienced ka kremarkable kchange kin kthe klast k10 kyears know. kAlthough kface kto kface 

keducation kis kstill kconsidered kthe knorm, kbut kacceptance kof konline kcourses kis kincreasing 

kin kthe kfield kof kmanagement kand kengineering. kSome kof kthe kreasons kfor kthe kexponential 

kgrowth kof konline keducation kis kthat kit kis kinstant, konline, kanywhere kaccessible, kself-

driven kand kon kthe kgo. k 

The kmajor kreason kfor kthe kphenomenal kgrowth kin konline keducation kis kMOOCs k(Massive 

kOpen konline kcourses). k kAccording kto kKaplan, kAndreas kM.; kHaenlein, kMichael k(2016), 

kMOOCs kare konline kcourses kwhich kare kaimed kat kunlimited kparticipation kand koffer kopen 

kaccess kthrough kthe kweb, kThe klist kof ktop kfive kMOOC kprovider kby kregistered kusers 

kinclude kCoursera, kedX, kXuetangX, k kUdacity kand kFutureLearn(Schrum, k2011). k k 

The kgovernment kis ksupporting konline keducation kin kIndia kbecause kof kits kpotential kto 

kimprove keducation kquality kand kreach kthrough kthe kDigital kIndia kinitiative ktherefore, kthe 

kGovernment kof kIndia kin kAssociation kwith kMinistry kof kHRD khas kinitiated ka kprogramme 

knamed kSWAYAM k(Study kWebs kof kActive k–Learning kfor kYoung kAspiring kMinds) kthat 

kis kdesigned kto kachieve kthe kthree kfundamental kobjectives kof kEducation kPolicy ki.e., 

kaccess, kequity kand kquality(Schrum, k2011). kThe kmain kobjectives kof kthis keffort kare kto 

ktake kthe kquality kteaching klearning kresources kto kall, kincluding kthose kwho kcannot kafford, 

kthis kprogram kSWAYAM kseeks kto kprovide keducation kto kthose kstudents kwho kare knot kyet 

kaware kof kthe kdigital krevolution ktaking kplace kand kare kstill knot kable kto kjoin kthe 

kmainstream kof kthe kknowledge keconomy. k 
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The konline klearning kwas kadministered kusing kgoogle khangout kand kother krelated kapps. 

kGoogle kHangouts ketc. kis ka kunified kcommunications kservice kthat kallows kmembers kto 

kinitiate kand kparticipate kin ktext, kvoice kor kvideo kchats, keither kone-on-one kor kin ka kgroup. 

kHangouts kare kbuilt kinto kGoogle+ kand kGmail, kand kmobile kHangouts kapps kare kavailable 

kfor kiOS kand kAndroid kdevices. kGoogle khangout kfor kthis kcontest kis kused kto kpresent ka 

ktraditional kclassroom kin ka kvirtual kenvironment. kIn kthis kstudy, k“traditional kclassroom” 

kis kused kto kdescribe kconventional kface-to-face kclassroom klearning. kGoogle khangout kand 

kother kapps kwas kused kto ksupplement kand knot kreplace kthe klong kestablished kclassroom 

kteaching kand klearning kstyles. kIt kis kdivided kinto kdifferent ksections kthat kinclude kcourse 

kcontent k(e.g., kcourse kdocuments, kbook klistings, kcourse kinformation, kassignments), 

kcommunication ktools k(e.g., ke-mail, kvirtual kchat, kdiscussion kforum, kdocument ktransfer, 

kand kcalendar), kassessment k(online kassessment, kgrade kbook) kand kadministrative kcontrol 

kfor kinstructor k(add kand kremove kstudents, kmanagement kgroups). k 

 

While kclassroom kstudents kwere klectured, kcontent kwas kpresented kto konline kstudents 

kusing kpresentation ksoftware klike kPrezi, kfile kdocuments, kand kvideo. kTraditional 

kphysical kdiscussion kin kthe kclassroom kwere kreplaced kby kvirtual konline kdiscussions 

kusing kchat, kforums, kand ke-mail. kWhile kclassroom kstudents kused kfiles kto ksubmit ktheir 

kassignments, konline kstudents kused kgoogle kdigital kdrop kbox kand kPDFs. k 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In analyzing the relevant literature I looked for studies that showed how students 

performed based on online learning. If possible, I wanted studies that compared the 

results of online and traditional classroom learning, taught by an instructor.   

 

The term “e-learning” is defined by as “any learning that involves using internet or 

intranet.” It was more simplified by stating that it is “anything delivered, enabled, or 

mediated by electronic technology for explicit purpose of learning” the “e” stands for 

evolving, enhanced, everywhere, every time and everybody.” In fact, it shows most of 

the advantages of e-learning for learners and instructors.  

 

Although the e-learning term and tools do exist for over 2 decades, the educational 

research field has given enough attention to the study of effectiveness of e-learning: 

has grown in significance as an educational tool just like technology has developed 

and progressed over the years(Samir Abou El-Seoud et al., 2014). Interestingly, there 

have been more efforts at advancing technology than on attempting to understand the 

needs and learning styles of individual learners and instructional design the 21st 

century has seen rapid progress with such things as the Internet and online 

learning(Samir Abou El-Seoud et al., 2014).  

 

The increased use of e-learning among educational institutions has led to a change in 

higher education. One of the main reasons for this is it gives students' greater access 

to education in comparison to traditional methods of teaching as students can 

undertake their study from anywhere and at any time as well as being given the option 

to study part-time or full-time(Samir Abou El-Seoud et al., 2014). E-learning has 

transformed the educational sector by enabling students to share information and data 

in a relatively easy way(Samir Abou El-Seoud et al., 2014).  

The growth of technology has brought mammoth change in life of all humans. 

Technology has also impacted the process of education, the face to face education has 

experienced a remarkable change in the last 10 years, Although face to face education 

is still considered the norm, but acceptance of online courses is increasing in the field 

of management and engineering(Schrum, 2011). Some of the reasons for the 
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exponential growth of online education is that it is instant, online, anywhere accessible, 

self-driven and on the go.  

The major reason for the phenomenal growth in online education is MOOCs (Massive 

Open online courses).  According to Kaplan, Andreas M.; Haenlein, Michael (2016), 

MOOCs are online courses which are aimed at unlimited participation and offer open 

access through the web, MOOCs have gained lot of popularity since the time of its 

development in 2008 an the list of top five MOOC provider by registered users include 

Coursera, edX, XuetangX,  Udacity and FutureLearn(Schrum, 2011).   

The government is supporting online education in India because of its potential to 

improve education quality and reach through the Digital India initiative. Government 

of India in Association with Ministry of HRD has initiated a programme named 

SWAYAM (Study Webs of Active –Learning for Young Aspiring Minds) that is 

designed to achieve the three fundamental objectives of Education Policy i.e., access, 

equity and quality(Schrum, 2011). The main objectives of this effort are to take the 

quality teaching learning resources to all, including those who cannot afford, this 

program SWAYAM seeks to provide education to those students who are not yet 

aware of the digital revolution taking place and are still not able to join the mainstream 

of the knowledge economy(Schrum, 2011).  

Considering the rapid change in technology, ineffable changes in sector education are 

going to occur. A lot or research is taking place to understand the pros and cons of 

online education in comparison to face to face education. In India, there are a lot of 

challenges and opportunities for online education(Schrum, 2011). There are certain 

factors which are creating a hindrance in the growth which include insufficient digital 

infrastructure, credibility and language used in online education, with the increase in 

number of internet users in India, the project also looks into what opportunities are 

there in future in education sector(Schrum, 2011). 

 

Motivation  

 

Incorporating technology in the learning process does not necessarily guarantee 

Effective learning for the students. In fact, online instruction has resulted in the student 
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teacher relationship becoming less personal. Teachers are required to turn the 

classroom into an online environment, the question is what exactly is required of 

teachers to motivate students in an online environment? It is essential for teachers to 

understand their students’ motivations(Samir Abou El-Seoud et al., 2014).  

(Samir Abou El-Seoud et al., 2014) Although students take online courses with the 

intention of successfully completing them, they tend to fail for a number of reasons. 

The success or failure of online instruction is perhaps related to student motivation so, 

to stimulate students, teachers should:  

 

1. Keep in mind that motivation must be natured in students.  

2. Explain to their students how the online environment may be used.  

3. Encourage interaction and collaboration among their students. 

4. Build study groups so that students will no longer be studying in isolation.  

5. Help students to make friends by meeting fellow students in the online 

environment. 

6. Interact with their students by monitoring the online presence of them and 

supplying them with continuous feedback.  

7. Construct their learning materials and environment to target their students.  

8. Facilitate the students’ interaction with the online material by explaining the 

goal behind designated tasks.   

9. To be aware of students’ frightened, worries and nervousness because such 

anxiety may have a negative effect on their accessibility and motivation.   

 

 

All of these approaches could be crucial tools to develop new strategic teaching plans 

that might assist lecturers to influence learners’ level of motivation. Many studies also 

show that the success of E learning methods in higher education can only be measured 

according to the effectiveness of delivery therefore, the adoption of e-learning 

initiatives falls considerably on the training of staff which is really a major 

challenge(Samir Abou El-Seoud et al., 2014). It has been acknowledged that many 

faculty members are reluctant in accepting aspects of technology in the teaching 

process. 
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Unfortunately, some teachers may not be well trained to face difficulties in application 

use. Moreover, in order for success to occur lecturers in higher educational institutions 

must accept, implement and adopt technological advancements offered by e-learning 

and such new educational approaches are imperative in order to maintain the quality 

of courses(Samir Abou El-Seoud et al., 2014). Having said that, training lecturers on 

how to use e-learning to enhance teaching practices should not focus primarily on how 

to use the hardware and software, but rather on how to be adaptable to both formal and 

less formal teaching methods and techniques(Samir Abou El-Seoud et al., 2014). 

 

(Samir Abou El-Seoud et al., 2014) as per this paper the instructor prepares the course 

material via a number of educational strategies to suit the different learning styles of 

students. Lecturers can use a number of strategies to highlight the goals of an 

assessment: 

 

1. Explain to students why the task is important and interesting to them. It may 

be useful to link the task to practices that the students may use in their 

professional life. 

2. Define the learning objective of the task. Such objectives will identify the 

performance standards that a student needs to meet to reach the desired goal.  

3. Give advice in relation to the time required to complete the activity.   

4. Provide preliminary exercises that the student can practice, thereby building 

their confidence and boosting their motivation. 

 

All these elements should help students to understand online exercise goals which in 

turn might increase their motivation; so, assessments can be formative, i.e. taken 

throughout the duration of the course or summative, at the end of the course. The most 

appropriate method of obtaining the student's awareness is through a summative 

assessment, which is carried out towards the end of the course(Samir Abou El-Seoud 

et al., 2014). The student's performance, or achievement, may be apparent throughout 

the course in the form of "homework, tests, and class discussions," but in many 

classroom activities learning "is fugitive, recordable only at great cost and 

inconvenience". However, e-learning tools can make module assessment more 

simplified by changing a difficult task into a more achievable one, by enabling an 
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interactive approach to course assessment the cost of delivering online learning has to 

be minimal(Samir Abou El-Seoud et al., 2014).  

 

 

What ktechnical kskills kdo konline kstudents kneed? 

 

Online klearning kplatforms kare ktypically kdesigned kto kbe kas kuser-friendly kas kpossible: 

kintuitive kcontrols, kclear kinstructions, kand ktutorials kguide kstudents kthrough knew ktasks. 

kHowever, kstudents kstill kneed kbasic kcomputer kskills kto kaccess kand knavigate kthese 

kprograms. kThese kskills kinclude: kusing ka kkeyboard kand ka kmouse; krunning kcomputer 

kprograms; kusing kthe kInternet; ksending kand kreceiving kemail; kusing kword kprocessing 

kprograms; kand kusing kforums kand kother kcollaborative ktools kso kmost konline kprograms 

kpublish ksuch krequirements kon ktheir kwebsites. 

Students kwho kdo knot kmeet ka kprogram’s kbasic ktechnical kskills krequirements kare knot 

kwithout krecourse kas konline kcolleges kfrequently koffer kclasses kand ksimulations kthat khelp 

kstudents kestablish kcomputer kliteracy kbefore kbeginning ktheir kstudies. 

 

 

Creating an Online Course 

 

A methodology for developing an online course would have many components in 

common with other types of online courses, Many of the activities involved in any 

online course such as tests on content, discussion groups and submission of work 

products would be the same for a traditional course(Samir Abou El-Seoud et al., 2014). 

Since the course content involves soft skills, fruitful discussion forums can be created 

around the various topic areas allowing students to post comments, short essays and 

links to papers or articles on the web. The online platform provided by much course 

management software today, such as “Blackboard” allows for the creation of a learning 

community centered in the knowledge areas. In many ways, an online course platform 

provides a useful learning area, whether the course is online or offline, acting as a 

virtual “war room” in which the students and professor can interact(Samir Abou El-

Seoud et al., 2014). 
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Palloff and Pratt (1999) in their research provide a number of suggestions for 

managing an online course that will create a community of learners. A major point in 

the book is that interaction via the web is different from classroom interaction; it draws 

on different skills from both students and professor than face-to-face meetings in a 

classroom. An online course has a way of democratizing the class experience by 

emphasizing written communication skills as the primary vehicle of expression and by 

eliminating many social cues such as dress, physical appearance and body language, 

An online course also introduces delay in the communication process, a delay between 

when something is posted, when it is read, and when a response is posted(Samir Abou 

El-Seoud et al., 2014).  

 

The major form of establishing that a communication has been heard is to post a 

response and if the discussion groups are not being updated several times a day with 

postings from students and the professor, there is a tendency for students to drop out 

of the conversation(Samir Abou El-Seoud et al., 2014). The richness of face-to-face 

conversation has to be replaced with a rich version of a written conversation. Borich 

(2004) identified five classroom teaching strategies, namely direct instruction, indirect 

instruction, questioning strategies, self-directed learning and cooperative learning. 

These strategies can be adopted for online courses (Borich, 2004; Glass, 2006).  

 

Table 1 show these classroom teaching strategies with appropriate IT technology for 

possible use in an online teaching environment.(Schrum, 2011) 

 

Table 1. Teaching Strategies for Online Courses(Schrum, 2011) 

How we learn... 

Instructional 

Strategies Online instructional tools 

We learn by listening. 

Direct Instruction and 

Self-directed Instruction 

Online audio clips, audio PowerPoint, 

online conferences 

We learn by seeing. 

Direct instruction and 

Self-directed Instruction 

PowerPoint Slides, online video clips, 

tutorials 

We learn by asking. 

Questioning Strategies 

and Cooperative 

Learning 

Mentoring in Chat / E-mail / Threaded 

discussion among students, and between 

students and instructors and tutors. 
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We learn by exploring, 

modeling, researching, and 

practicing. Experiential Learning 

Case study, simulations, computer-based 

activities, hands-on activities, reflection 

assignments 

We learn by reading. Direct Instruction 

Instructor's lectures in notes, PowerPoint, 

Word or PDF document format; articles, 

web resources, textbook 

 

The first component of an online course development methodology to consider is the 

environment (Coppola et al., 2000). In the online environment the “same time same 

place” meeting and work environment of the classroom is replaced by either a 

“different time different place”, completely asynchronous, or a “same time different 

place”, synchronous environment using web based collaborative presentation software 

possibly including online video or audio conferencing this technology is also provided 

by many course management software applications(Schrum, 2011). The preference of 

students and instructors on this issue are important. 

 

The question of the effectiveness of teaching a traditional course in a completely 

“asynchronous” environment is important. Courses that are mainly focused on 

“content” (terms, definitions, concepts and theory) are usually more suitable for this 

“asynchronous” environment, if the objective is also interaction among students and 

between students and professor to develop good interpersonal skills in communication, 

dialogue, leadership, management, and project teamwork, an “asynchronous” 

environment may not well support some types of activities such as presentations, 

meetings, interviews and questioning of team members about work status(Schrum, 

2011). Thus, different technologies were experimented to simulate “synchronous” 

environment in online courses including television technologies(Schrum, 2011).  

 

In the proposed methodology “virtual” teamwork is recommended to replace the group 

and team projects normally assigned in a traditional offline classes. The interactions 

of students between themselves and their instructor are necessary in a traditional class 

and are no less essential, although more difficult to accomplish, in an online 

environment and students should be given an opportunity in an online course to gain 
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valuable experience working with real virtual teams solving realistic 

problems(Schrum, 2011). 

 

“An important issue for the methodology is how to package and deliver the course 

content. The content of a course can be partitioned into major topics along the lines of 

the Body of Knowledge (BOK) provided by a certified institute like NCERT. Each 

module can cover a major topic from the BOK with the various topics linked together 

with various activities into a cohesive whole. The guidelines for design and 

development of an online courses start with prior research on best practices in teaching 

and learning, including some resent research on how to make the online learning 

environment more effective. The best practices in teaching include the following 

suggested by Frye, 2009. Engage students in active learning experiences; Set high, 

meaningful expectations; Provide, receive, and use regular, timely and specific 

feedback; Become aware of values, beliefs, preconceptions and unlearn, if necessary; 

Recognize and stretch student styles and developmental levels; Seek and present real-

world applications; Understand and value criteria and methods for student assessment; 

Create opportunities for student-faculty interactions; Create opportunities for student-

student interactions (critical questions and discussion groups) ; Promote student 

involvement through engaged time and quality effort”(Schrum, 2011). 

 

 

Drivers kof konline keducation kgrowth kin kIndia k k 

Popularity kof konline keducation kin kIndia kis kgrowing kdue kto kthe kfollowing kfactors: k 

 

1. Internet kpenetration kin kIndia: kAccording kto ka kreport kby kIAMAI kand kKantar 

kIMRB, kthere kwere k481 kmillion kusers kof kinternet kin kIndia kand kthis kis kgrowing kat 

kthe krate kof k11.34%. kAlso kinternet kpenetration kin kurban kIndia kwas k64.84% kwhile 

kin krural kIndia kit kwas k20.26% ktill kDecember, k2017. kThe kmain kreason kfor kthe 

kgrowth kof kinternet kusers kin kIndia kis kthe kincrease kin knumber kof ksmart kphone 

kusers. kAccording kto ka kreport kby ke-Marketer, kthe kUS-based kmarket kresearch 

kfirm, kthere kwere knearly k291.6 kmillion ksmart kphone kusers kin kIndia kby kthe 

kDecember, k2017. kThey kare kexpecting kthat kthis knumber kwill kgrow kby k15.6% kto 

kreach k337 kmillion kby kthe kend kof k2018. kThe kkey kfactors kbehind kthis kgrowth kare 

kthe kupsurge kin ksmart kphone kusage kand kavailability kof kmore kaffordable ksmart 
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kphones. kAvailability kof kinternet kat kfast kspeed kand kat kvery kaffordable kprice kis 

kthe kreason kfor kgrowth kin kmobile kinternet kuser. kBecause kof kinternet, kworld kclass 

keducation kbecomes keasily kaccessible kto kurban kand krural kpopulation. k k 

 

2. Online keducation ksaves kmoney kand ktime: kAs konline keducation kis kthrough 

kinternet, kso kit kcan kbe keasily kaccessed kanywhere, kanytime. kYou kcan kaccess kthe 

kcontent kearly kmorning, klate kevening, kat khome, kin kcafeteria, kor kon kthe ktrain. kAs 

kthe kcontent kis kgenerally kpreloaded, kso kyou kcan kdownload kthe klectures k/ kvideos 

kand kwatch kthem kat kyour kconvenience ktime kand kagain. kAlso kcost kof konline 

keducation kis kvery klow kin kcomparison kto kface kto kface keducation. kAlso kthere kis ka 

kgreat ksavings kon khostel kand ktransportation kfees. kSince kall kthe kcontent kis 

kavailable konline, kso kyou kneed knot kbuy kbooks kalso. k 

 

3. Ease kof kdoing kcourses kfor kworking kprofessionals: kOnline keducation koffers 

kgreat kopportunity kfor kworking kprofessionals kas kthey kcannot kleave ktheir kjobs kto 

kpursue khigher keducation. kOnline keducation koffers kthem ka kvariety kof kcourses kto 

kchoose kfrom kand kthis kcan khelp kin kfinding knew kcareer koptions kfor kthem. kThis kis 

kalso ksupported kby kthe kreport kfrom kGoogle kand kKPMG kwhich kstates kthat 

kreskilling kand konline kcertification kis kthe kbiggest ksector kin konline keducation. 

kAnother konline kplatform k‘upgrade’ kis koffering konline kcourses kon kBig kData kand 

kare kalso kproviding kjobs kin kthis karea. k k 

 

4. Initiative kby kGovernment kof kIndia: kGovernment kof kIndia kis kalso ktaking 

kinitiatives kto kpromote konline keducation. kThey khave kstarted kSwayam kthrough 

kwhich kthey kare koffering kfree keducation kand kcertification kcourses kto kall. kMain 

kobjective kof kthis kinitiative kis kto kprovide kquality keducation kfor kwhich kthey khave 

ktied kup kwith kIITs, kIIMs kand kNPTEL. k kThey kare kalso ktying kup kwith kuniversities 

kby kwhich kstudent kcan kearn kcredit kthough konline kcourses. kIn korder kto kestablish 

kdigital kinfrastructure kin kIndia, kthe kgovernment khas kalso klaunched kNational 

kOptical kFiber kNetwork. kThe kmain kobjective kof kthis kinitiative kis kto kincrease 

kbroadband kconnectivity kand kcreate ka kfast knetwork. kGovernment khas kstarted 

konline kNational kDigital kLibrary kin kwhich k17 kmillion kdigital kbooks k& kjournals 

kare kavailable. kThere kare k32 klakhs kregistered kusers kare kaccessing kNDL kfree kof 

kcost. kGovernment khas kprovided kWi-Fi kfacility kto kall kthe kcentral kuniversities. k 
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5. Gaining krecognition kamong kemployers: kToday kmost kof kthe kuniversities kin 

kUS kare koffering kat kleast kone konline kcourse. kIn kIndia kalso kmany kof kthe 

kprestigious kinstitutions kare koffering konline kcourses kwhere kotherwise kadmission 

kis kvery kdifficult kand kcostly. kOnline kcourses kdone kfrom kwell-respected 

kuniversities/ kinstitutions kare kaccepted kby kemployers. kEmployers kalso 

kunderstand kthat konline keducation krequires kself-discipline, kdrive kand kother 

kskills kthat kthey kare klooking kfor kin ka kcandidate. kSo kproper kcare kshould kbe ktaken 

kin kselecting kthe kuniversity kfrom kwhere kyou kare kdoing kcourse. kAlso kthere kare 

khundreds kof koptions kto kchoose kfrom. kRight kselection kfrom kright keducational 

kinstitute kcan khelp kyou kmake kright kcareer kgrowth. k k 

 

6. Bridge kthe kgap kbetween keducation klevel kand kindustry kexpectations: 

kAccording kto ka kreport kin kThe kWorld kEmployment kand kSocial kOutlook k– 

kTrends, kthere kwere k18.3 kmillion kIndians kunemployed kin k2017 kand kit kis 

kprojected kto kincrease kby k18.9 kmillion kby kthe kyear k2019(Schrum, k2011). 

kAccording kto ka kreport, kIndia’s kworking kage kpopulation kis kincreasing kand kis 

kexpected kto kreach k64% kof kthe kpopulation kby k2021. kDo kyou kthink kit kis kbecause 

kof ksufficient kjob kopportunities kare knot kavailable kin kIndia? k 

 

So konline keducation kis kone kof kthe kalternatives kto kbridge kthe kgap kbetween kwhat 

kindustries kexpect kand kwhat kthe keducational kinstitutes kare kdelivering. kOnline keducation 

koffers kan kopportunity kto kenhance kskills kthrough kadvance kcourses kavailable kin kdifferent 

kdomains.  k k k 

 

 

Challenges kin kOnline keducation. 

There kare ka klot kof kchallenges kfaced kby kpeople kin konline keducation kin kIndia. kSome kof 

kthese kchallenges kwhich kneed kto kbe kovercome kare: k 
 k 

1. Insufficient kdigital kinfrastructure: kAlthough kGovernment kof kIndia kis ktaking 

kinitiative kto kdevelop kdigital kinfrastructure kbut ka klot kneed kto kbe kdone kin kthis 

kdirection. kHigh kspeed kinternet kand kstable kpower ksupply kare kthe kbiggest 

kproblem. kIndia kstands k89th kworldwide kon kinternet kspeed kand kstability. 
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kAccording kto kthe kreport kof kWorld kEconomic kForum, konly k15 kpercent kof kthe 

khouseholds khave kaccess kto kthe kInternet, kand kmobile kbroadband kremains 

kaccessible kto kvery kfew ki.e. konly k5.5 ksubscriptions kfor kevery k100 kpeople. 

kFurther, kcurrently kreach kof kbroadband kis kjust kabout k600 kcorridors, klargely kin 

kand karound kthe ktop k50 kto k100 kIndian kcities, kleaving krural kareas kwith kpoor 

kconnectivity. k5G knetworks ktechnology kis kthe krequirement kof ktoday’s kwhich 

kwill kincrease kthe kspeed kof kdownloading kthe kdata. k 

 

2. Limited kSocial kinteraction: kSince konline keducation kcan kbe kaccessed kat khome 

kor kany kother kconvenient kplace, kthere kis kvery klimited kdirect kinteraction kwith kthe 

kteacher kand kother kpeople kdoing kthe kcourse. kEspecially kthose kcourses kwhich kare 

kself-paced, kthere kis kvery kless kdiscussion kamong kthe kpeers. kMost kof kthe 

kdiscussion ktakes kplace kthrough ke kmail, kchat kroom kor kdiscussion kgroups. kThere 

kisn’t kany kcampus katmosphere kto kimprove ksocial kinteraction. kSo kyou kare knot 

kable kto kdevelop kany ksocial klinks kwhich kdo khelp kin kthe kcareer kgrowth. k 

 

3. Questionable kcredibility kof kdegrees: kAlthough kindustry khas kstarted 

krecognizing konline kdegrees, kthere kare kstill ka klot kof kfraudulent kand knon-

accredited kdegrees kbeing koffered konline. kThe knumber kof kscam koperators kis 

krising kwho kare koffering kfake kcertificated kwhich kdoes knot khave kany kcredentials. 

kThese kscams knot konly klosses kthe kcredibility kof kthe konline kcertificates kbut kalso 

kthe kfaith kof kprospective kemployer kin konline kprograms. k k 

 

4. Motivation: kSome kstudents kneed kthe kpush kto kget kto kthe kclass. kIn kcase kof kself-

paced konline kprogrammers, kstudent kmay kprocrastinate. kThe kdropout krate kin 

konline keducation kis kvery khigh. kSelf-motivation kand kdiscipline kis krequired kto 

kcomplete kthe kassignments kand kupload kthem ktimely. kIf kyou khave kdifficulty 

kworking kindependently, kstaying korganized kand kmeeting kdeadlines, kyou kmight 

kstruggle kin kan konline kprogram. k 

 

5. Language kof kthe kCourse: kIndia kis ka kmulti-linguistic kcountry, kand ka kvast 

kmajority kof kthe kpopulation kcomes kfrom krural kareas. kThe kcontent koffered kby 

kmost kof kthe konline kcourses kis kin kEnglish. kHence, kthose kstudents kwho kare knot 

kable kto kspeak kEnglish kstruggle kwith kthe kavailability kof klanguage kcontent. 
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kHence, kit kis kthe kduty kof kcomputer kprofessionals, keducators, kadministrators, 

klanguage kcontent kcreators, kand kcontent kdisseminators, kto ksit ktogether kand kgive 

ka kviable kframework kand kstandard ksolution kto kthe klearners kknowing konly kIndian 

klanguages” k(Pramana kResearch kJournal kISSN kNO: k2249-2976, k2019). k 

  

 

Opportunities kin kOnline kEducation k 
 K 

 

Change kin ktechnology kis koffering kmany kopportunities kfor kall kstakeholders kin kthe konline 

keducation ksector kwhich kincludes kentrepreneurs, keducation kproviders kand klearners. 

kSome kof kthe kfactors koffering kdifferent kopportunities kin kthis kdomain kinclude: k k 

 

1. Mobile kLearning: kAccording kto ka kreport kin kStastia k(2018), kin kthe kyear k2017 

kthere kwere k320.57 kmillion kpeople kwho kaccessed kthe kinternet kthrough ktheir 

kmobile kphone. kThis kfigure kis kprojected kto kincrease kto k462.26 kmillion kby kthe 

kyear k2021. kThe ksurge kin kusers kis kcredited kto kavailability kof k4G kinternet kand 

ksmart kphones kat kvery klow kprice. kGoing kforward, kIAMAI khopes kthat kthe 

kNational kTelecom kPolicy k(NTP) k2018, kwhich kis kfocusing kon knew ktechnologies 

klike k5G, kwill kpromote kbetter kquality kdata kservices kat kmore kaffordable kprices 

kand khelp kaddress kthe kdigital kdivides kthat kwill kpromote kinternet kpenetration kin 

kthe krural kareas kthrough kmobile kinternet. kAccording kto kreport kby kZenith, kmobile 

kdevices kwill kaccount kfor k73 kper kcent kof ktime kspent kusing kthe kinternet kin k2018. 

kSo kthe kvast kmajority kof kstudents kin kfuture kwill khave kaccess kto ke-learning 

kthrough kmobile kphones. k 

 

2. Investor’s kInterest: kA klarge knumber kof kentrepreneurs kare kventuring kinto 

konline keducation kas kthis kis kexpected kto ksee kan kuptrend kin kthe knext k5 kyears 

kthanks kto kthe kDigital kIndia kcampaign, kthe kcultural kimportance kgiven kto 

keducation kand kfalling kmobile kdata kprices. kThe kChang kZuckerberg kInitiative khas 

kinvested k$50 kmillion kin kByju’s, kBertelsmann kIndia khas kinvested k$8.2 kmillion 

kin kEruditus, kand kKaizen kManagement kAdvisors kand kDeVry kInc. khave kput kin 

k$10 kmillion kin kEduPristine. kKhan kAcademy kis ka knonprofit korganization kwhich 

kreceives kfinancial ksupport kfrom kphilanthropic korganizations klike kThe kBill kand 
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kMelinda kGates kFoundation, kGoogle kand kNetflix kfounder kReed kHastings. 

kOnline klearning kplatform kUnacademy kalso kraised k$11.5 kmillion kof kfunding kled 

kby kSequoia kIndia kand kSAIF kPartners; kand kEruditus kExecutive kEducation, ka 

kprovider kof kexecutive keducation kprogrammes, khad kraised k$8 kmillion kfunding 

kfrom kBertelsmann kIndia kInvestments. k kSo, kthe konline keducation ksector kwill 

kcontinue kto kspark kmore kinterest kamong kentrepreneurs, kinvestors kand kattract 

kmore kfunding. k 

 

3. Blended kModel: kThere kwill kbe kconvergence kof kthe koffline keducation kand 

konline keducation kin kfuture. k kThis kconcept kof kblended klearning kcombines konline 

kdigital kmedia kwith ktraditional kclassroom kmethods. kIt krequires kthe kphysical 

kpresence kof kboth kteacher kand kstudent, kbut kstudent khas ksome kcontrol kover ktime, 

kplace, kpath, kor kpace. kThis kmodel kwill ktake kadvantage kof kboth kface-to-face 

kclassroom kpractices kcombined kwith kcomputer-mediated kactivities. kIn kfuture, 

kthere kwill kbe kvirtual kclassrooms kwhere kface kto kface koffline kpedagogy kwill kbe 

kaided kby kdigital kcourses kon kpractical kknowledge kand ksoft kskills. k 

 

4. New kCourses: kToday kthe kmost kpopular kcourses kin konline keducation kare krelated 

kto kIT kwhich kincludes ksubjects klike kbig kdata, kcloud kcomputing, kand kdigital 

kmarketing. kBut kin kfuture kdemand kfor kdifferent ktypes kof kcourses kin kunexpected 

ksubjects ksuch kas kculinary kmanagement, kphotography, kpersonality 

kdevelopment, kforensic kscience, kcyber klaw, ketc. kwill kincrease. 

 

Online keducation kcan kchange kthe kwhole kfuture kscenario kin keducation kif kit kcan kbe 

kimplemented kin kjoint kcollaboration kwith kindustry, kuniversities kand kgovernment. 

kDrastic kchanges kin kcourse kcurriculum kare krequired kto kbridge kthe kgap kso kthat kstudents 

kare kindustry kready kafter kpassing kout. kEducation kprocess kneeds kto kbe kchanged kby 

kmaking kit kmore kpractical kwith kthe kuse kof ktechnology. kAlso kcourse kshould kbe kdesigned 

kin kdifferent klanguage kto kincrease ktheir kreach kand kmore kopportunities kfor kyouth kof krural 

kIndia”(Pramana kResearch kJournal kISSN kNO: k2249-2976, k2019). 
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

For purposes of this study, online education is operationally defined as a format used 

in learning when learners do not need to be in bricks-and-mortar classrooms.  The 

terms online learning, online teaching, online education, online instruction, and online 

courses are used interchangeably throughout the article. Selection Criteria and Sources 

of Data The primary literature sources was a questionnaire survey of students and 

teachers.  

 

Methods of Achieving Validity and Reliability  

 

1. Content validity: the data collected was obtained from individual who had 

experiences in the area been studied. It involves assessing people’s experience 

in several areas e.g. studying students with experiences in online program. 

Feedback from others: The research is examined by various tools in order to 

examine proper analysis and interpretation of data.   

 

2. Participant validation: Conclusions drawn at the end will be discussed if the 

conclusions drawn are relevant based on their experience. 

 

3. Interrater reliability: the participants from a single college yielded similar 

responses on the evaluation of the effectiveness of online programs.  

 

The goal of the study is to investigate several situations that affect the effectiveness of 

online programs. kCertain kfacts kconcerning kthe ksub kproblems kare kcategorized kand 

karranged kin ka kchronological korder, kDetailed kdescription kof kthe kdata kcollected kis 

kanalyzed kand kcategorized kinto kseveral kcommon kand kmeaningful kthemes kthen kthe 

kcollege kexamined khad ksimilar kcharacteristics koffered kby keach kcollege kfor konline kand 

koffline kclasses, ksimilar kcommunication kand kassessment ktools.The major differences 

can be observed in the communication tools and delivery methods employed by the 

instructors and the college make use of either or both synchronous and asynchronous 

delivery method(Ebojoh, 2007).    
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All kthe kparticipants kwere kcertified kteachers keducating kstudents kand kthe kcourse kwere 

kone kof kthe kcore kcourses kin kthe kteacher keducation kprogram, kdesigned kto kintroduce 

kstudents kto krequired karea kof ktheir kinterest.k 

 

The kvarious ksubjects khad ksimilar kbenefits kand kassessment ktools kbut kthe kmajor kissue 

kobserved kwas kin kcommunication kand kdelivery kmethods kemployed. kThe kassessment 

ktools kenabled kstudents kacquire kthe knecessary kskills koffered kby kthe kprogram. kThe 

kdelivery kmethod kissues kdiffer kin krelation kto kthe kcolleges ksince kit kis kdependent kon kthe 

kcourse kdescription kof kthe kprogram. kA kgood kdelivery kmethod kinvolves kthe klayout, 

kpresentation kand krelease kof kthe kcourse kmaterials kbetween kstudent kand kinstructor. 

kStudents kreceive kstudy kguide kand kbook ksupplementary kreadings kand ksend kassignments 

kvia kemail kto kinstructor; kexamples kof kpoor kdelivery kmethod kinvolve kmailing kof 

kassignments kto kinstructor kwhich kcould ktake kdays kto kweeks. k  

 

It kis knoted kthat keducation kis kabout kteaching kand klearning kand kit kis kalso ktrue kwhat kis 

keffective kin kteaching kmight kbe kequally kapplicable kin klearning, kBecause kof kthe kunique 

knature kof konline keducation, kwe kintended kto kpropose kto kpose kresearch kquestions kin ka 

kway kthat kboth kstudents’ kand kteachers’ kperspectives kon kthe keffectiveness kof konline 

keducation kcan kbe kaddressed kand kemphasized. k  

 

 

3.1 Instrument used 

 

A survey questionnaire was utilized to investigate student attitude towards the use of 

technology in classroom and online learning environments, to measure the students 

evaluation of course and their performance. Overall certain basis where considered in 

choosing questions. They are; 

 

1. Is there any significant difference between students’ performance in online and 

classroom learning?  

2. What are students’ attitude towards use of information technology in teaching 

and learning?  

3. What are teachers’ attitude towards the use of information technology in 

teaching and learning?  
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4. Is there any significant difference in student’s attitudes towards the use of 

technology in classroom and online environments?  

 

 

3.2 Data Collection  

The data collected in this study can also be used to figure out incites to some more 

questions that can be applied on a wider scale like:  

 

1. To recognize trends – Class survey questions when used in this project can help 

the organizations to understand the trends and address issues before they 

become more complex. 

 

2. To create a good reputation – Class survey questions can give you information 

which can be used as testimonials from students, which in turn results in 

marketing the class/course and hence create a good reputation for the class. 

 

3. To create an effective class – Effectiveness of a class depends on what the 

students understand from the teachings. All students are unique and hence 

special methods have to be used to create an effective learning experience. 

Receiving feedback directly from the students can enable organizations to 

modify the methods and activities accordingly to get optimum results. 

 

4. To evaluate instructors – Instructors that provide the learning experience to 

students need to be evaluated to create effective courses. Feedback from 

students on points such as instructor’s knowledge, his teaching methodologies, 

communication is important factors that should be evaluated regularly. This 

practice enables institutes to continuously improve their classes and hence 

provide an effective learning experience. 

 

The questionnaire used in this studied have been created from pre-existing sources as 

the main aim of this project is to study the impact of online courses and learning in 

educational institutes in India. For the educator’s perspective In-depth Interview were 

conducted. 
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3.3 Data Analysis  

 

The primary purpose of this study was to analyze the performance of first time students 

in online classes. Google hangout was used to supplement classroom learning online. 

A test survey was administered to the students.  

The purpose of the study was to evaluate and compare attitudes of students towards 

the use of online education platforms. 

 

 

3.4 Limitations  

 

This dissertation takes on the discussion of effectiveness of E-Learning. The scope of 

the topic and the concrete applications are too numerous to be covered here. I have 

presented a representative small rea of study to discuss. Motivating students and 

effective teaching strategy are vaguely mentioned. I acknowledge the existence of 

different perspectives on the main theme of the thesis as well as within parts of the 

thesis from researchers in different industries. 

 

Limitations exist in the data collection procedure as well. Data and college chosen 

have been solely selected based on convenience sampling and mainly willingness to 

provide data and assistance. This has lowered our flexibility of choosing on versatile 

population sample who would better suit our profile giving more national relevance 

on the research project and on the other side receiving more detailed data. 

 

Limitations of time and resources are classical constraints in research work and this 

thesis is not an exception. Having the ability for example to selectively present a 

greater number of companies would give the research project more gravity and 

relevance. 
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4. DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDING 

 

For the purpose of this study/dissertation I decided to collect the perspective of not 

only students but also of the teachers about their experience of online courses learning 

and teaching.  

In case of the students survey in total I received 64 responses which serve as a sample 

of Indian students who fall between the study’s criteria. From the response I received, 

they led to the following results. 

 

 

The gender ratio of sample is 61.5% to 38.5% male to female. 
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About 53.8% of responses stated that the classes they have taken gave them viable 

education which properly distributed knowledge into practical and theoretical aspects. 

Which is just a little over the half of responses.  

It can be argued that instead, vast majority haven’t found how to properly balance the 

two aspects of courses. It is a challenge for us to overcome.  

 

 

 

Overall the course content for online classes where considered to be favorable which 

covered a wide area, was appropriately challenging and relatable material was 

provided. Bu in case of simplicity level for students, as there was no prior experience 

for them to compare their choice with, is neutral for majority.  
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In case of presentations and lectures given by the instructor explanations where mostly 

well-articulated, with area of improvement needed to be worked upon to turn the view 

of students of neutral category to agree category. In area of engaging the area needs to 

be worked upon the most. While a lot of students found it hard to understand without 

proper body language queues to make sense of everything. But examples given were 

vastly helpful. 

 

 

 

 

The course material given was by large favorably engaging with a good variety. Also 

relevant to the course. But too many readings were given which were an hassle for the 

students to go through timely.  
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About the extra activities given about course they were again engaging, well designed 

with clear instructions. Hence a proper use of time and for class. 

 

 

 

Assignments given were of appropriate amount, they were interesting and useful with 

fairly good coverage of materials. 
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Majority can be found in side of Heavy for the workload as compared to traditional 

classes.  

 

 

 

In case of challenging nature of the course the results are mostly favorable as they lay 

majorly in side of being just right with a little bit of difficulty thrown in. 
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Compared to offline classes a lot was learned y the students as almost half found online 

classes to very helpful. 

 

 

 

 

In case of expectations meet. Majority felt by 32.3% that the online course did not very 

well meet the actual needs of the students. But still seeing that the second majority lie 

with it being “adequate” followed by “well”, it seems certain minor improvements are 

the way to go. 
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5. FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATION AND 

CONCLUSION 

 

Student’s perspective.  

 

1. There kwas kno ksignificant kdifference kin kstudents’ kperceptions kabout 

ktechnology kuse kin kteaching kand klearning. kAlthough kstudents krecognized 

kthe kpotential kof ktechnology, kparticularly kthe kInternet, kthey kexpressed 

kmixed kopinions kabout kthe ksignificance kof ktechnology kin klearning. 

2. The konline kuse khad kdemonstrated kdecreased kcomfort klevel kin kusing 

ktechnology kand kthis kcan kbe kattributed kto kthe kfirst ktime kuse kand ktechnical 

kproblems kthey kexperienced kin kusing konline kmedium, ksuch kas kdownloading 

kdocuments, ksubmitting kassignments kand kusing kthe kvirtual kcommunication 

kfeatures. k 

3. Students’ kpositive kattitudes ktoward ktechnology kreveal kthat ktechnology 

kplays ka krole kin kstudents’ klearning, kalbeit ka ksecondary krole. kAlthough 

kstudents krecognized kthe kpotential kand ksignificant krole kof ktechnology kin 

kteaching kand klearning, kthe krecognition kis klimited kto kthe kuse kof ktechnology 

kas kan kinstructional kmedium, kand knot ka kkey kdeterminant kof klearning. 

4. The kWeb kis kan kimportant kinstructional kdelivery kmedium kthat kcan krival, kbut 

knot kreplace, kclassroom klearning. kNevertheless, kthe kuse kof kthe kWeb kas ka 

ksupplement kto kclassroom klearning kand kas ka klong kdistance kinstructional 

kmedium kis kan kideal kway kto kimprove klearning kand kincrease kaccess kto 

keducation. 

5. Overall, kthe kstudents kseem kto klike kthe kincreased kflexibility kof konline 

kcourses, kbut kthey kdo kthink kthey kare kat ka kdisadvantage kbecause kof ktheir kfirst 

ktime kuse kof ksuch kmedium kand kthe klack kof kface-to-face kinteraction kwith kthe 

kprofessor kand kother kstudents. kHence, kmost kwere kneutral kin kanswering 

kvarious kquestions. 

6. The kdesign kand kpreparation kfor kan konline kcourse kis kmuch kmore kchallenging 

kand ktime kconsuming kbased kon kexperience. kIt kis knot keasier kto kprepare kand 
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kteach kan konline kcourse kcompared kwith ka ktraditional kcourse. kOn ktop kof 

kactual klearn kfrom kit. k k 

7. Also, kmore kresearch kis kneeded ktoward kdevelopment kof ka kmethodology kto 

keffectively koffer kan konline kcourse. k kMore kcomponents kof kthis kmethodology 

kshould kbe kidentified kin kaddition kto kthe kcomponents kpresented kin kthis 

kresearch. k kThe kmethodology kand kits kcomponents kshould kbe ktested. 

8. Encouraging kand kchallenging kstudents kshould kincrease ktheir kinvolvement 

kand kparticipation kwhich kconsequently kshould kresult kin kmore klearning. k k 

9. Based kon kthe kanalyzed kdata kand kliterature kreview kit kis kobvious kthat kthere kis 

kstill ka kgap kin kdesign kdelivery kmethods kemployed kin konline kprograms kwhich 

kneeds kto kbe kexamined. kThe kfindings kfrom kthe kin kdepth kinterview kwith 

kinstructors kreveals kthat kmajority kof kthe krespondent kare ksatisfied kwith kthe 

kassessment ktools kin kplace kand kencounter ksimilar kcommunication kand 

kdesign kdelivery kissues. k 

10. Communication kissue kwas ka kmajor ksource kof kfrustration kfaced kby kusers. 

kDesigners kof konline kprograms kneed kto ktackle kthe kvarious kcommunication 

kproblems. kThe kuse kof kdiscussion kboard, kcharts kand kinteractive ktechnology 

kenhances kcommunication kbetween kusers kand kfaculty. kThe kvarious 

keducation kinstitutes krequire kboth kgood kassessment ktools kand kappropriate 

kdelivery kmethods kas kthe kessential kingredients kto kenable kthe keffectiveness kof 

konline kprogram. k 

 

Instructor / Educator’s perspective. 

 

1. Key factors as per the In-depth interview that are keeping educational 

institutions, from starting or expanding into online learning programs are 

Concerns about course quality, Concerns about faculty workload, and Lack of 

perceived need. 

2. Online teaching compare to traditional (face-to-face) instruction in terms of 

course quality and student outcomes today is considered to have inferior course 

quality which can be an aspect of first time use and lack of engaging quality of 

work. 
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3. During the next few years, the factors that will most significantly affect the 

success of the online programs offered by different education institutions are 

considered to be; Improvements in online technologies and Marketing to 

generate interest plus curiosity by focusing on  unique value added benefit of 

online learning. 

4. In future the area that needs to be focused on to better the online teaching 

experience are considered to be Creation and use of reusable content, Fostering 

interaction and collaboration and Supports for conducting E learning. 

5. As per the estimate of future the direction in which online teaching and learning 

will move, from educator’s end, during the next 5-10 years; more international 

collaboration, use of interactive simulations or games for learning and more 

use of 2-way video conferencing. 

6. During the next few years, the following uses of online instruction that will 

grow the most as per educators are Online activity or instruction as supplement 

to face-to-face classes, and Online course as the only option (there are no face-

to-face course options or meetings). 

7. The following instructional approaches or strategies are considered will 

become more widely used in online teaching ; group problem solving and 

collaborative, Problem-based learning, simulations or role play , and student-

generated content. 

8. The quality of online learning be most effectively measured by educational 

institutes through Student course evaluations, Course completion rates, and 

Course interactivity ratings and evaluations. Which also sets the tone of change 

in focus of education from theory knowledge to actual skills. 

9. It should be noted that more technology does not necessarily lead to better 

learning outcomes. Instructors who taught the participants of the study should 

be again interviewed in future to get feedback in order to evaluate e-learning 

from a teacher’s perspective as a posttest study. focusing on evaluating e-

learning and the implications for enhancing the quality of learning and teaching 

through e-learning.   
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Conclusion 

 

1. The krapid kgrowth kof ktechnology khas kchanged kthe keducation ksector kinto 

kintegrating kits kaspects kand khas kopened knew kavenues kof kleaning kfor kthe kstudents 

kall kover kthe kworld. kIt kis kexpected kthat kimprovements kin kInternet ktechnology 

k(i.e. kgreater kbandwidth kand kwireless kInternet kconnection) kare klikely kto kincrease 

kthe kuse kof kmultimedia kin keducation. kMoreover, kit kis kexpected kthat ktechnology 

kwould kmost kinfluence kthe kdelivery kof konline klearning. kIt kis kplanned kto kuse 

kother kMultimedia ktools kof kthe ke-learning kin kfuture kstudies. 

2. There kis kan kincreasing knumber kof kentries kinto khigher keducation kof knon-

traditional kstudents kwhose klife kcircumstances kand kcurrent kopportunities kfor 

klearning kwith kthe kincrease kin ksocial ksupport kfor kthem, klead kthem kto kdemand kthe 

kflexibility kand kconvenience kof konline kcourses kand kprograms. k 

3. The kincreasing kpopularity kof kvirtual kclasses kand kschools kin keducation khas kled kto 

kthe kbelief kthat kfor kteachers kto kbe keffective kin kteaching kin kvirtual kenvironments 

kthey kneed kto khave kexperience kwith klearning kin kthem kduring ktheir kprofessional 

kpreparation. 

4. Too koften kteacher keducation kprograms kcling kto kan koutdated, khistorically kflawed 

kvision kof kteacher keducation kthat kis kat kodds kwith ka ksociety kremade kby keconomic, 

kdemographic, ktechnological, kand kglobal kchange. 

5. No kinstruction kmandate khas kyet knot kbeen kset kon khow kthe kteachers kthemselves 

kneed kto kbe ktrained kin klearning kto kconduct konline kcourses. kWhich kis ka kmajor 

karea kinitiating kchange. 

6. The keducational kinstitutes khave kall kmajorly kupgraded kto kelectronic kmeans kof 

keducating kthrough kE-boards(tier k1 kcities) kand kuse kof konline kcourse 

kmanagement ksoftware(but konly kin kpersonal kuse knot kmandated kby kthe 

kauthorities) kwhich khas kled kto kease kin ktransaction kof kacceptance kof konline 

klearning kbut kthese kare kmajor kimplemented kas ka keco-friendly kmediums kof 

kteaching. 

7. The kdelivery kmethod kcan khave keither ka kpositive kor knegative keffect kon kthe 

kbenefits kand kconstraint kof kthe keffectiveness kof konline kcourses. kThe kdelivery 

kmethod kneeds kto kbe kidentified, kexamined kand kapplied ksuccessfully kin korder kfor 

konline kprogram kto kbe keffective. kIf kthe kdesign kdelivery kis knot ksatisfactory kit 
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kaffects kthe kbenefits kand kconstraints kobserved kby kstudents. kFor kexample kif kthe 

kstudents kpartake kin kan konline kprogram kthat khad kineffective kdelivery kmethod. 

kThe kstudents kwould kdraw kmore kconstraints kthan kbenefits kon kthe keffectiveness 

kof konline kprogram. k 

8. Each kof kthese kvariable khave keither ka kpositive kor ka knegative keffect kon kthe kdesign 

kdelivery kand kthe keffectiveness kof konline klearning, kwhile kthe kdesign kdelivery 

kplays ka kmajor krole kin kthe kevaluation kof kthe keffectiveness kof konline kprograms. 

kCommunication kissues kcan kbe kminimized kby kusers khaving kaccess kto khelp kdesk 

kor kunits kwhich kwould kprovide kimmediate kassistance. kMore kthorough kdesign 

kshould kbe kemployed kduring kthe kdevelopment kstage kof konline kcourse kand 

kprogram kdesign. k 

9. The kdesign kdelivery kcan kbe kimproved kby kupgrading kor kenhancing kthe 

ktechnology kused kin kcommunication ke.g. kvideo kconferencing, kelectronic 

kportfolio, kdiscussion kforum kand kalso kby kdeveloping kan keffective kplan kfor kthe 

kquality kof kcourse kmaterials, kcourse kworkload kand kschedule kof kthe kprogram. k 

10. In kaddition kthere kis kneed kfor kmore kresearch kon kthe krole kof kself-disciple kon kthe 

keffectiveness kon konline kprogram. k 

11. Another karea kfor kfuture kresearch kstudies kinvolves kstudying kvarious ksamples, 

ktechnologies kand kcourse kcontents kto khighlight kmore kareas kof kdifficulties 

kencountered. kAdditional kresearch kwould kenable kacademicians kto kmake kbetter 

kdecision kon khow kE-learning kcan kbe kused kmore keffectively kunder kseveral 

kcircumstances kand kon ka klarge kscaled ksurvey. 
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APPENDICES 

Student’s Survey Questionnaire 

Effectiveness of Online Courses and learning 

 

Hello, You are invited to participate in my Project dissertation Survey. The purpose of this questionnaire is to get your feedback 

regarding the overall experience you ever had at with online classes. Your answers will remain confidential and they will be only 

used in finding ways to understand our educational services in the future.  

Please, take some time to reflect on each question addressed and try to be as sincere as possible. Thank you for 

your cooperation! * Required 

1. Q1) Gender * 

Mark only one oval. 

Female 

Male 

2. Q2) Do you think the online courses provide the right amount of theoretical and practical knowledge? * 

Mark only one oval. 

Yes 

No 

3. Q3) After taking online classes/courses what do you think about Course content on the given parameters? * 

 

4. Q4) After taking online classes/courses what do you think about Lectures/Presentations on the given 

parameters? * 
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5. Q5) After taking online classes/courses what do you think about Course Materials (e.g. text, readings, handouts) 

on the given parameters? * 

 
6. Q6) What do you think about the Extra Activities related to course (e.g simulations, small groups, 

demonstrations) * 

 

7. Q7) How to you feel about Assignments/Tests given to you in online classes? * 

 

8. Q8) How heavy/light is the workload for online course compared with offline classes/courses? * 

Mark only one oval. 

Much lighter 

Lighter 

Same 

Heavy 

Much heavier 

9. Q9) How challenging do you find the online courses? * 

Mark only one oval. 

Too easy 

A bit easy 

Just right 

A bit difficult 

Difficult 
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10. Q10) How much do you think you have learned through online courses compared to offline classes/courses? * 

Mark only one oval. 

Almost nothing 

Little  

fair amount 

Much 

A great deal 

11. Q11) How well has the online courses met your expectations? * 

Mark only one oval. 

Not at all 

Not very well 

Adequately 

Well 

Very well 

 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. 

 Forms 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms

